


Who 3D Prints What in 2033?Heightened Tensions in the East and South China Seas

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the political situation in and around the East and South China Seas (ESCS) has become dramatically more 
complex. China’s growing power and increasing assertiveness have begun to worry many of the states that maintain 
claims to the waters, islands, and economic resources of the region. Meanwhile, the United States (U.S.)’s commitment 
to maintaining the international order it has established in East Asia has come into deep question.

A wide range of territorial disputes (among them the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands, the Spratlys, and the Scarborough Shoal) 
could spark confrontation between neighboring states. In addition to their significant strategic importance, control of 
these areas carries great symbolic weight, and has the potential to grant access to significant energy resources. 

Regional states have responded to growing tensions with rapid naval and aerospace modernization. China has upgraded 
the capabilities of the People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) and the People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) 
considerably over the last decade, as it has been developing new systems domestically and buying advanced weaponry 
from Russia. At the same time, Japan, Malaysia, Singapore, Australia, and South Korea have also upgraded their military 
capabilities. Anti-access/area denial (A2/AD) systems have advanced to the point where some question the ability of 
the United States Navy (USN) to operate freely.

In June 2014, more than seventy Wikistrat analysts ran a crowdsourced simulation intended to examine the factors 
that could drive stability and instability in these contested waters. The scenarios and policy options these analysts 
developed highlight the complexity of the political and economic issues at stake in the ESCS.

ABOUT US
Wikistrat is the world’s first crowdsourced consultancy. It leverages a global network of subject-matter experts 
via a patent-pending “Collaborative Competition” methodology to provide a variety of analytic services. Scenario 
generation, policy planning, risk assessment, and red-teaming exercises are conducted by Wikistrat on a realtime, 

interactive online platform.
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Four key factors drove the analysis in our simulation, as seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1 - Factors in the ESCS analysis

The increase and interaction of 
regional nationalisms threatens 
to disrupt inter-governmental 

negotiations, as well as to 
destabilize key nation-states.

The aptitude of negotiators and 
the course of international 

diplomacy help set the terms 
under which states form 

alliances with one another. 

The desire to control offshore 
resources (sometimes merely the 
phantom of offshore resources), 
puts governments in conflict.  

The ongoing regional arms 
buildup can serve to increase 

tensions, especially in light of the 
asymmetrical impact of modern 

military technologies.  
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A Master Narrative (MN) consists of a distinct grouping of individual Scenarios submitted during the simulation, together 
forming a future foresight of four scenarios for stability and instability in the contested waters of the ESCS. 

The simulation identified two axes which set the terms for evaluating the results of the simulation. These two variables 
were used to create an X/Y  Matrix (Figure 2) as a means of visualizing the discussion, encompassing and positioning 
the various scenarios and outcomes in relation to each other. The matrix creates four quadrants which reflect the major 
possible outcomes of international conflict in the ESCS. The lower left quadrant represents the worst-case MN, in which 
the region escalates into instability, while the top right quadrant represents a relatively peaceful, best-case scenario for 
the region.

The X-axis is based on whether the scenario envisions China pursuing a “Peaceful Rise,” or whether it anticipates a 
more aggressive set of diplomatic and military moves from Beijing.

The Y-axis is based on how the scenario conceives of U.S. engagement with East Asia. Does it envision a limited role, in 
which the U.S. steps back from a leadership position, or does it involve a comprehensive role, in which the U.S. attempts 
to defend the existing East Asian international order? 

Figure 2 - Master Narrative Matrix
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AN ASSERTIVE CHINA / UNITED STATES PLAYS A LIMITED ROLE 

In this worst-case MN, the region escalates into instability and conflict as the U.S. gives 
up efforts to manage the region, relying on coalitions of local states to contain China on 
their own. This grants China a relatively free hand to expand its influence through military 
and political/diplomatic means. However, it also forces the regional states to confront 
the problem of Chinese expansionism seriously, without relying on the U.S. to resolve the 
problem. 

Rising Nationalism
In this MN, the contrast between Chinese nationalism and the emerging regional nationalisms provides the catalyst for 
conflict. Without the restraining influence of the U.S., regional powers such as Japan, the Philippines, and Vietnam run 
the risk of finding themselves in unexpected (and undesired) conflicts with China. Nationalist unrest has a reciprocal 
quality, with Chinese nationalists responding to provocations and increasing the agitation within target states. Regional 
governments struggle to control and/or harness these sentiments without allowing them to become unmanageable.  

Arms Buildup
Several scenarios explore how technological advances help define the contours of China’s 
expansion. The growth of the PLAN’s submarine fleet, along with the expansion of its cruise 
missile and ballistic missile capabilities, help increase the capacity of China to enforce its 
prerogatives over the region. At the same time, the expansion of regional navies (such as 
the Vietnamese submarine force) gives other states a means of limiting Beijing’s strategic 
reach. The increasing complexity of cyberspace gives regional states the ability to resist 
China in covert ways, but also creates avenues for Chinese aggression and retaliation. 
Many scenarios focus on the various tools (e.g., declaring Air Defense Identification Zones, 
undertaking surface and submarine patrols) that China possesses for “salami slicing,” or 
measured aggression designed to evade a coordinated response in the ESCS. 

Resource Control
Resource conflicts provide one of the core motivations for Chinese expansion, and the focus of conflict with other 
states. Several scenarios take Chinese efforts to control offshore energy resources as a starting point, proceeding to 
work through the implications of regional responses. While regional states have symbolic incentives to resist Chinese 
expansion, resource protection provides a “bottom line” for which smaller powers become willing to risk military, legal 
and diplomatic conflict. 

Diplomacy/Alliance Behavior
Discussions of the construction of alliances and other multilateral means of restraining China are present in several 
scenarios. Some of these scenarios focus on alliance-building pursued with containment in mind, while others 
concentrate on the establishment of transparent “rules of the road.” In one scenario, the prospect of Chinese aggression 
and American disinterest drives Japan into the very risky move of developing a bilateral security relationship with 
Taiwan, an effort that have widespread destabilizing effects on the region. In another, Japan steps up military assistance 
and support for several Southeast Asian states in an effort to counterbalance Chinese power. Finally, in one scenario, 
India moves into the position left vacant by the U.S., vocally and materially supporting China’s adversaries in the South 
China Sea. 
 

Master Narrative I:
Beijing Takes Charge

Master Narrative II:
The Great Powers Step Back
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PEACEFUL RISE CHINA / UNITED STATES PLAYS A LIMITED ROLE

In this mixed-case MN, both the U.S. and China step back, allowing regional dynamics to 
develop without great power guidance or interference. This does not necessarily result in 
a more peaceful region, but it does mitigate the worst concerns about the prospect of great 
power conflict. It also allows states (such as Indonesia) that have thus far remained on the 
sidelines to become part of the broader picture in the ESCS.

Rising Nationalism
In this MN, the emergence of regional nationalisms is a key factor as U.S. and Chinese disengagement allows the other 
players to operate freely. Japan, Vietnam, the Philippines, and other states face internal pressures to press claims against 
one another in the ESCS. In particular, Japanese nationalism runs the risk of provoking China back into an assertive 
posture.  

Arms Buildup
The U.S.-China rivalry does not drive arms buildup or technological innovation in this MN. However, other states still see 
an upside in building up their armed forces. Large submarine forces for Vietnam and Japan, for example, hedge against 
the return of a great power rivalry and provide leverage in regional disputes. However, all the states concerned with the 
ESCS continue to develop cyber-warfare capabilities.

Resource Control
The search for resources dominates the behavior of regional states in this MN, as 
governments attempt to control the energy and fishing resources within (and sometimes 
just outside) their littorals. Even without the potentially destabilizing influence of the 
great powers, the regional states still face conflicts over the ownership and utilization of 
these resources. Moreover, China remains willing, despite its disengagement, to support its 
resource claims with diplomacy and military bluster, albeit to a lesser degree.

Diplomacy/Alliance Behavior
One common theme among these scenarios involves distraction – i.e., the inability for the great powers to stay focused 
on the ESCS. In one scenario, China turns inward because of concerns about the stability of its western regions, notably 
Xinjiang. Other scenarios examine the prospect of cooperation between Southeast Asian states and “Peaceful Rise” China. 
Several scenarios assume that the U.S. will not be able to complete its Asian Pivot because of enduring commitments in 
Europe and the Middle East. These distractions have important effects, but also suggest impermanence and instability: 
at any point either China or the U.S. can turn their full attention to the region.  Other scenarios focus on the capacity of 
Malaysia and Indonesia to play larger diplomatic roles in the absence of another overbearing great power. 
 

Master Narrative II:
The Great Powers Step Back
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Master Narrative IV:
America’s Liberal International Order Endures

AN ASSERTIVE CHINA / UNITED STATES PLAYS A COMPREHENSIVE ROLE 

In this “Present Situation” MN, both China and the U.S. attempt to impose their visions on 
the region. This leads to the highest prospect for conflict between the two great powers of 
all MNs. Accordingly, this MN received a great deal of attention from our analysts, producing 
numerous distinct and innovative scenarios. 

Rising Nationalism
In this MN, the complexities of Chinese, U.S., and regional nationalisms create flashpoints for potential conflict. The U.S. 
decision to remain committed to a military, economic, and political role in the region implicates it in Korean, Vietnamese, 
and Japanese nationalist reactions to Chinese assertiveness. Chinese leadership also faces the difficult task of precisely 
managing popular nationalist sentiment. This may distract them from other problems, but won’t necessarily force China 
into an ill-timed escalation. Nationalists from different countries react to both perceived and purposeful provocations, 
creating dangerous escalation dynamics.

Arms Buildup
Improvements in drone technology and the growing complexity of cyberspace both increase 
the points of contact between U.S. and Chinese interests. The deployment of advanced 
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) over disputed airspace creates political problems for all 
players. Concerns over precedent-setting and escalations accompany drone deployment. 
One scenario discusses the diffusion of A2/AD technology across the region, suggesting 
that China’s military advantage could be fleeting. Several other scenarios explore the arms 
race dynamics that can emerge from the expansion of China’s submarine fleet, including an 
increase in undersea encounters, and the potential for undersea accidents. 

Resource Control
The Chinese desire to control resources again plays a large role in the scenarios of this MN. In these cases, however, U.S. 
strategic interest in containing China leads to U.S. support for China’s antagonists. In one scenario, the U.S. develops 
close economic and security ties with Vietnam in an effort to deter Chinese incursions into the South China Sea. In 
others, the U.S. increases air and naval patrols to counter Chinese efforts at intimidation of regional powers. 

Diplomacy/Alliance Behavior
Several scenarios explore the potential for coalition-building against China. One envisions a “Pacific Ocean Treaty 
Organization,” a full-scale military and political alliance oriented towards the containment of Chinese expansion. Other 
scenarios focus on U.S. efforts to develop bilateral defense arrangements with various regional states. A number of 
scenarios examine the dangers posed by alliance politics, and explore questions of commitment. Some analysts are 
skeptical of the persistence of goodwill between Japan and South Korea, and even between Japan and the U.S. On 
the Chinese side, analysts expect closer (but not tight) relations between China and Russia, leading to a productive 
relationship on arms transfers and energy sales. One scenario imagines China leveraging energy ties to push Russia 
away from its traditional alignment with Vietnam.
 

Master Narrative III:
The Eagle and the Dragon Contest the ESCS
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PEACEFUL RISE CHINA / UNITED STATES PLAYS A COMPREHENSIVE ROLE  

In this MN, which represents a relatively peaceful, best-case scenario, China steps back 
from its recent policy of assertiveness and allows the U.S.-structured regional order to 
endure. Nevertheless, even peaceful international orders require maintenance to persist. 
China shifts policy for various reasons, ranging from other international and domestic 
distractions (including trouble on its Central Asian frontier), to a growing optimism about 
its ability to manage international law and international institutions. 

Rising Nationalism
Nationalism still proves a challenge for the region, especially as the interests of regional states become more expansive. 
In particular, Japanese nationalism drives several scenarios, putting China on its back foot in disputes over the Senkaku/
Diaoyu Islands. However, analysts expect a growing wariness over the danger of unrestrained nationalist agitation, 
especially in China. Governments become increasingly aware of the commitment problems created by popular 
nationalism, and will either avoid stoking nationalist feeling, or will take internal steps to manage or repress agitators.

Arms Buildup
Advances in technology generally do not drive many of the scenarios in this MN, with the analysts instead focusing 
on political and diplomatic activity. One scenario envisions a mutual/consensual reduction of naval construction and 
deployment, resulting in a reduction of regional tensions. Other scenarios explore the expansion of the resource “pie” 
through innovations in drilling and alternative fuel technologies. Finally, while few analysts maintain “techno-optimism,” 
the prospects for popular, cross-border engagement through communications technology can serve to mitigate the most 
dangerous effects of growing nationalism. 

Resource Control
A relatively relaxed and cooperative energy environment helps preserve tranquility in this MN. In one scenario, the 
expansion of Russian natural gas transit to both Japan and China helps resolve some of the most important points 
of conflict. Regional states also seek multilateral means of dispute resolution, and see value in the development of 
sophisticated institutions for managing fisheries, among other resources.

Diplomacy/Alliance Behavior
In diplomatic terms, the scenarios in this MN concentrate on the institution and norm-
building efforts of the U.S. and other players. Some scenarios concentrate on Chinese 
willingness to use international law in pursuit of international goals, an effort that reinforces 
multilateral structures of governance while opening them up to Beijing’s influence. The use 
of “lawfare” is not limited to China, but Beijing’s acceptance of the basic concept opens the 
door to the de-escalation of military tensions. 
 

Master Narrative IV:
America’s Liberal International Order Endures
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The Simulation’s Strategic Takeaways 

The following are the simulation’s Strategic Takeaways.

• Chinese military and economic power will continue to grow. Almost all scenarios accepted the continued 
growth of the Chinese economy, although often at a much slower rate. Nearly all of them expected increases in 
the size and sophistication of China’s military. This will necessarily shift the existing balance of power in the ESCS 
and wider Western Pacific region. 

• Beijing can make the ESCS much more dangerous, for others and potentially for itself, by continuing to 
pursue militarily and diplomatically assertive means of change. For its part, the U.S. will continue to struggle 
with qualifying the importance of the region to its national interest.

• The arms buildup in the region may cause problems for all players. However, the diffusion of certain types 
of defensive systems may result in an unexpected degree of stability. While China has made major advances in 
A2/AD technologies, the proliferation of similar technologies in regional states may eventually constrain China’s 
ability to pursue maritime expansion. 

• The currency of naval power in the ESCS has become the submarine. The expansion of the PLAN’s submarine 
fleet threatens the access of other states to the ESCS. However, the expansion of regional submarine navies in 
response, especially those of Vietnam and Japan, threatens China’s position.  

• Japanese power remains a critical wildcard with respect to the development of regional power dynamics. 
Many scenarios expected Japan to engage in a more assertive foreign and military policy going forward. On 
the one hand, this could help balance an assertive China. On the other hand, it could serve to increase Chinese 
assertiveness, as well as to further damage the relationship between Seoul and Tokyo. 

• The practice of diplomacy and “soft power” can still help nations achieve their security goals. Many 
scenarios envisioned productive, multilateral steps for either containing China, or for monitoring and modifying 
China’s behavior. In some cases this amounts to “lawfare,” the use of legal means to pursue national ends, but in 
other cases it has the potential to strengthen international legal protections.  

• Uncertainty about intention and commitment means that accidents might trigger major conflicts. 
Governments that don’t trust each other (or, in some cases, their own constituents) don’t have a good sense of 
how far to push, or of how far the other side is ready to be pushed. This can lead to miscalculation. 

• All East Asian governments will struggle to manage populist nationalism. Governments may rely on nationalist 
enthusiasm for support, but nationalism also constrains policy and threatens to escalate otherwise symbolic 
disputes. These pressures affect both democratic and authoritarian states, although democratic countries have 
more outlets for blowing off nationalist steam.  

BOTTOM LINE: Washington and Beijing will continue to set the terms upon which events in the East and 
South China Seas revolve. Regional governments can influence and create obstacles for the two great powers, 
but China and the United States will determine the context of future conflict, as well as resource ownership 
and territorial control. The center-of-gravity lies in the interest and skill of the United States and China to 
build the outcomes they want, as well as making those outcomes mutually compatible.   
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[pg. 4] This work, “MN1_IMAGE”, is a derivative of “A Chinese Kilo with the red flag,” by Took-Ranch, published in the Public Domain. “MN1_IMAGE” is licensed under 
CC by Sheila Elizan.

[pg. 5] This work, “MN2”, is a derivative of “ Official photographic portrait of US President Barack Obama”, licensed under Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported 
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domain. “MN3” is licensed under CC by Sheila Elizan.

[pg. 6] This work, “MN3_IMAGE”, is a derivative of “SOUTH CHINA SEA (July 14, 2010) A BQM-74E drone is launched with jet assisted takeoff packs from the flight 
deck of the Military Sealift Command dry cargo ship USNS Amelia Earhart (T-AKE 6) for an air gunnery exercise, part of Cooperation Afloat Readiness and Training 
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is licensed under CC by Sheila Elizan.
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Asia” from the CIA’s World Factbook, published in the public domain. “MN4” is licensed under CC by Sheila Elizan.
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Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported License. “MN4_IMAGE” is licensed under CC by Sheila Elizan.

[pg.8] This work, “Strategic Takeaways Image”, is a derivative of “USS John King (DDG-3) below US flag in 1989” by PH3 Curtis Witham, USN, published in the Public 
Domain. “MN4” is licensed under CC by by Sheila Elizan.
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